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Date Of Birth 5/12/24
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WHITE - (BP) sweet puppy. Started out a little unsure. She did not want to be by herself. Good social ability
and great with handling. Loves playing with siblings and receiving attention from people.
Not fearful and should not be overwhelmed easily.

PINK - tiniest of the girls. Could be a butter puppy. Very chill when being handled.
Has confidence enough to play independently but is social enough to want to check back in frequently for
affection and attention.
Not fearful and has a curious nature. New sights and sounds are exciting to her.

RED - sweet and playful. Loves toys and romping and playing with siblings. Curious and not fearful. Should
make a transition into a new home easily.
Funny and a little clumsy. Trips over herself and acts like she meant to do that.
Not fearful or sensitive. Mid level energy that increases when she’s in excited play mode and calms when she
has and adequate engagement. Good balance.

PINK DOT - Happy puppy. Loves toys and playing. New sights and sounds are intriguing to her and do not
prompt a fearful response. She has a good balance of being able to entertain herself and engaging with
others. Good with handling. Will be well suited for most any home environment.

RED DOT - sweet little girl and most gentle of the girls. Respectful in her interactions. She is tolerant of
handling but prefers to be the one to initiate physical interaction.
She’s an easy puppy to be around and pleasant to engage with.
Would not want to overwhelm her with too much attention or affection at first but she will quickly give that to
you if given the time she needs to adjust on her own and establish trust.

All of the girls are eager to discover new things and play. They can be a little mouthy in their attempt to
explore. But a very sweet litter with puppy appropriate behavior.
They will be great companions when matched to the environment that is best suited to their individual
temperaments.

No health notes

https://smeragliaco.pixieset.com/presleighanddempsey-mediumtwoodles-born51224/
https://youtu.be/T32SjHPC0PE
https://youtu.be/LFEf7RvYb2k
https://youtu.be/R-rfKwGWkXc

